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By Ms. Sarah McKenzie

S.E. McKenzie Productions. Paperback. Condition: New. 310 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.7in.It is three days before Christmas and one year after the great depression of 2029. Ginger
Goodwin, Mine Fives assistant safety manager, has discovered that the Curse of the Black Diamond
which led to his home town of Coaltons destruction has spread to his new hometown Pitville.
Though accused of having an obsessive compulsive disorder by his greedy boss James
Coaltonstone and his sons Alex the head accountant and Bobby the head ventilation engineer;
Ginger Goodwin must find a way to save the morning crew after he discovers that a methane meter
has been mysteriously turned off, allowing dangerous methane gas to accumulate and to go
unnoticed. Ginger Goodwin must risk his own life and happiness to save the morning crew and to
prevent foremen George A. Smoothman and Jay T. Paylor from being blamed for causing the
Pitville Mine Disaster of 2030 which could mean life sentences for both of them, as slave laborers in
the Arctic, as construction of the controversial Bering Tunnel is taking place, nearby. As Ginger
Goodman chooses to not ignore his conscience and extends the pre-shift safety inspection by
twenty minutes,...
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It in one of my personal favorite book. Sure, it is engage in, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment
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